Transform the Way Your Customers Collaborate in Any Meeting Space

Jenne and Logitech ensure your customers can achieve an effective and professional collaborative experience with easy, reliable and innovative video and audio solutions—for every conference room or workspace.

Why Logitech?

Success in the modern workplace depends on clear communication and effective collaboration. Getting the most out of every meeting and call is key to extending your brand and building new customer relationships.

Logitech advanced video conferencing solutions allow your customers to connect with the people they are engaging with. By transforming the way teams collaborate with innovative and elegantly designed video collaboration solutions—that are amazingly affordable—Logitech has a solution for every type of room or workspace.

Best of all, Logitech partners with the most popular video conferencing platforms—including Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business, Zoom, Google Meet, WebEx and others to ensure their integrated solutions help keep your customers connected with the platform of their choosing.

With Logitech your customers’ meetings will become seamless, productive, and fun.

Logitech Room Solutions

Designed for rooms of all sizes, Logitech Room Solutions include everything to build meeting rooms of virtually any size. Logitech Sync, a “freemium” remote management tool, makes it easy to support large scale video deployments while minimizing site visits and trouble tickets.
HUDDLE AND SMALL ROOMS

Rally Bar Mini
The small room configuration with Logitech Rally Bar Mini delivers superior audio and video in a compact, all-in-one form factor. Clean cabling and flexible mounting options allow for easy deployment at scale.

MEDIUM ROOMS

Rally Bar
Experience brilliant optics and room-filling audio with the medium room configuration with Logitech Rally Bar, an all-in-one video bar purpose-built for midsize rooms. Clean cabling and flexible mounting options allow businesses to confidently deploy at scale.

LARGE ROOMS

Rally Plus
Featuring the expandable Rally Plus conference camera system, the large room configuration combines easy management with outstanding coverage across a wide range of room sizes and layouts.

ADD-ONS

Logitech TAP
Video conferencing room solutions with Logitech Tap deliver calendar integration, touch-to-join, instant content sharing, and always-on readiness.

Logitech Swytch
Logitech Swytch solves the compatibility objection to service-attached room solutions like Microsoft Teams® Rooms and Zoom Rooms. Simply launch the software on a laptop and connect with Swytch.
Personal Collaboration Spaces

Making a video call in a personal workspace requires avoiding distractions and staying in control of what viewers can see. Logitech personal collaboration solutions can turn any desktop into an instant collaboration space.

Brio Ultra HD Pro Webcam
Logitech’s best 4K webcam comes packed with advanced features, including 4K UHD, 5X zoom and RightLight 3 technology with HDR for truly amazing video quality.
• 4K Ultra HD image sensor
• Built-in dual stereo mics with automatic noise reduction
• Infrared technology supports facial recognition for advanced security with Windows Hello
• Expansive field of view—narrow or wide—65°, 78°, and 90°
• Easily connects to PC, Mac and Chrome devices with no additional software required

C930e Business Webcam
Designed for business, Logitech’s C930e is the most advanced 1080p HD business webcam on the market—enabling true-to-life collaboration with the widest-ever business webcam field-of-view for superior video conferencing.
• The first webcam with HD 1080p H.264/SVC UVC 1.5 encoding
• 90-degree field of view, pan, tilt and 4x digital zoom
• RightLight 2 technology and a precision lens provide sharp video in low-light conditions
• Certified compatible with Skype for Business and Cisco Jabber
• Offers enhanced integration with BlueJeans, Broadsoft, LifeSize Cloud, Vidyo and Zoom

C925e Business Webcam
The Logitech C925e Webcam delivers affordability priced, HD-quality video in any office environment. The sturdy, adjustable clip makes it easy to mount on both laptops and external monitors, while a sliding shade assures privacy. The C925e works with virtually all video conferencing software applications, so users can quickly set up and run every meeting.
• HD 1080p video at up to 30 frames per second
• UVC H.264 encoding technology
• 78° field of view
• Logitech RightLightTM 2 technology and autofocus
• Omni-directional dual stereo microphones

Logitech Headsets

Zone Wireless Headset
Logitech’s Zone Wireless Bluetooth headset is designed to control an minimize the surrounding acoustic environment—allowing professionals to remain productive in the most bustling of open workspaces.
• Seamlessly switch between smartphone and computer
• Great for immersive music, even better for active and effective collaboration
• Active noise cancellation—substantially reduces unwanted ambient sound
• Intuitive and simple interface to adjust volume, play and pause music, start and end calls, etc

H820e Headset
Built for the mobile professional and designed for comfort as well as convenience—the Logitech H820e headset is an Enterprise-grade wireless communication solution for maximum UC productivity.
• DECT spectrum wireless connectivity
• In-call LED indicator light, mute indicator LED light and on-boom mute button
• Intuitive on-ear call controls
• Up to 10 hours of wideband talk time
• Logitech Sound Protection

H650e Headset
Comfortable, stylish enterprise quality communication—the Logitech H650e headset was developed for salespeople, customer service representatives, and other businesspeople for all-day productivity.
• Dynamic equalizer
• Adaptive echo cancellation and noise-cancelling microphone
• Intuitive inline controls for adjusting volume and a bright LED in-call light
• Flexible microphone boom
• Flat no-tangle cable

H570e Headset
The Logitech H570e headset was created to provide a comfortable, cost-effective and durable Enterprise-grade communication solution for those who make their living on the phone.
• Connects to PC or Mac via USB
• Padded, metal-reinforced headband and replaceable leatherette earpads
• Intuitive inline controls
• Digital signal processing (DSP)
• Logitech Sound Protection

Zone Wired Headset
Designed for busy open workspaces, Logitech® Zone Wired is a USB headset that delivers premium audio and reliable call clarity with advanced noise-canceling mic technology. Additionally it is lightweight, stylish, and super comfortable for all-day use.
• Wired USB-C connection plus a USB-A adapter (included) for simple plug and play reliability
• Premium microphone for open office environment, digital signal processing (DSP), and dual ECM noise-canceling mics
• 270° rotation
• Generously sized, memory foam, protein leatherette ear pads provide passive noise isolation up to 12dB
• Certified for Microsoft® Teams, Skype™ for Business, Google Meet and Voice™
Jenne Adds Value to Your Logitech Business
As a value-added distributor for Logitech, Jenne provides a wide variety of resources to bolster your product sales strategy and revenue opportunities.

Industry-Leading Operational Support and Excellence
- Free technical support—Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET—full 24/7 minimum-cost emergency coverage
- 24/7 web-based resources for product information and to transact business
- Same day shipping from Jenne’s large on-hand, in-stock inventory for orders placed before 7 p.m. ET
- Industry-leading order fill rate of 99.98% and 99.89% on-time shipments
- Complimentary consultative marketing support
- Flexible trial and demo products are available to match you and your customers with the best solutions

The Jenne Team is Available to Help You
- Our inside sales team members are knowledgeable and highly trained on the complete line of Logitech products and solutions. They are available to assist with quotes, demo unit requests, order placing and general questions regarding audio and video conferencing solutions.

- Our territory business development directors work with resellers to contribute to their business plan development and execution helping them to be more successful.

- Our product manager assists resellers with quotes, deal registrations and solution configurations to ensure value-added resellers are investing in the right solution sets to meet end user needs.

For questions regarding Logitech products and solutions or to become a Jenne partner—contact Joe Freistuhler, Jenne’s Product Manager, Communication Solutions at 440-580-2880 or email jfreistuhler@jenne.com.